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OHIO ARMS. COWROL UL Y GROUP WORKSHOP I

Jun 24-26, 1976

SUMMARY of PROCEEDINGS

SPONSORED BY -,HE FORCE AND POLITY PROGRAM of the
...

Mer ,Center and chaired by ALLAN R. MILLETT. the prograln
-three r' Ohio; Arms Control Study Group (OACS61 met for the first
lime to dy add discuss some of the more salient features of US-USSR
retati , and the influence of nuclear weapons upon international behaviosr
and 4t4ic thought. The membership'of OACSG is built around art Ohio/
Sta e University faculty serhinar. that studies foreign policy and trchnolo-
gyy df this group eleven faculty members attended or participated in the

oTkshop.They were joined by eleven faculty rdembers from other Ohio
):catibnal institutions and by three obserVem fram'tWo different Penns yl-
ia universities. (A list of the OACSG attendees, as well as the OACSG

charter. is appended to this workshop summary on pages 10 through 16.)
Professor Milieu opened the conference with an explanation of OACSG.

He urged the participants to recruit additional members. and he encour-
aged the members to make suggestions for additional OACSG activities
that may be funded by the Force andPolity Program.

In the, opening session. the Rev. BURTON N. CANTRELL. Director of the
Wesley Foundation at Ohio State. discussed the imprecise. emotional
nature of ethics and morality. With reference to the threat of nuclear
conflict. he argued for a situational rather than an absolutist definition of
the Morality of war. When challenged for his relativism. Cantrell responded
that absolute systems'of va es often breed a fanatical surety that destroys
peace Qpoting George nag. Ile urged statesmen to be "gardeners. not
mechanics" and to reje , both chauvinism and pacifist Idealism. Cantrell

so rejected cynicism and realpolita sincq common universal values may
'prevail in the avoidance of war as- "punishment" for "crime." in the
limiting of violence, and in the preservation of life. Professor DAVID
,LOUSCHER rerriAcied that a discussion 91larvard Divinity &tool had
confronted similar dilemmas, and Professor PHILIP SUEWARt added that
one more guide ould be for statesmen not to assume blind malevolence
from suspecte enemies. In the general discussion. the participants agreed
that some gm of utilitarianism shaped by universal humanism was proba-
bly the best ne could expect in designing an international ethic of deter-
rence: All a reed that the subject needed far more discussion by academics
teaching n. tional security policy.
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In his examination of the role of nuclear weapons,in American foreign

policy since World War II. Dr. STEPHEN M. MILLETT (Capraih, USAF)

-Iv described four crises: the first use of the A-bomb and the surrender of
Japan. the Berlin crisis of 1948, the continuing conflict in Asia from 1950

through the Quemoy-Matsu crisis of 1955, and the Cuban missile crisis of
,1962, He pointed out that the World War II experience is not a good model

for future behavior since the bombs were used to end a catastrophic global

conflict that had already: killed probably 40 million people. More precisely,
the United States was as understandably worried about the additional losses

to both sides from a conventional invasion of Japan The postwar crises are

more difficult to analyze since deterrence assumes that the object of deter-

rence is, planning lo,undertake the action to he deterred. That is seldom
clear. even in retrospect Milieu stressed that in each cnsis conventional
(non-nuclear) military response and diplomacy prevented escalation and

that the posession of nuclear weapons may have-deterred the possessoras

much at, the objeCt of detemence In the geheral discussion, some partici-

pants questioned the Iiiv, salience Millett attnhuted to strategic deterrence,

arguing that an ambiguous threat is no less threatening than an ultimatum._

Vrofe"ssor Ric H ARD ROSECRANcl- concluded the first day's program with
a discuS'sion of contemporary models of deterrence'. He was particularly
critical, of the megatonnage model used by Paul Nitze in his recent articles,
Rosecrance argued that Nitze was unduly pessimistic about a Russian
first-strike and U S post-first strike strategic weakness. He also argued
that NAT() conventional deterrence in central Europe is more stable, and

k probably more effective for real war-fighting. tfian many claim Moreover,
the introductiogsof precisiim-guided munitions and anachronistic but'
influential World War II ideas about the "inherent weakness- of the
defense 2- make clear that conventional defense requires far more ser ous
analysis ,Rosecrance concluded by pointing out that the tentative trila ral

relationship of theUS, USSR, and PRC holsters deterrence through "e a-

tive ambiguity.- Some of the participants. however, criticized Rosecrance

for his to enthusiastic dismissal of the megatonnage model and speculated
that 'the conventional cost-benefit analysis of deterrence. draw-down
curves, and exchange rates in a war maybe seriously flawed as a predictive
model for an actual-war In the general discussion of the likelihood of war in
Europe, the group wondered what posisible ben& such a war would bring

to the USSR: most of the participants agreed that both the US and USSR
military: presence in Europe played a great political role short of war and
might. perhaps, reduce the likelihood'of war. Both the US and USSR seem
to recognize this Mility,anthipproye of each other's rise of military presence

in 'this role
THE SECOND DAY'S roi-JAINids began with a description of arms control

and disarmament negotiation's by Protestor At LAN Mly.E.Tr. Beginning
with .the first Hague conference (1899- iiond terminating with -the SALT
negotiations of the 1970's, Millett concluded that initially the negiztiatorS. _... ... _
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believed that arms reduction depended uPon the settl me,nt'of unresolved
political ti.e.. terntorial) issices. This mode of analysis has diminished in
importance with time. althOughit has not disappeared. NeN;ertheleS's: the
threat of nuclear weapons themselves has becoine the political issue since
such weapons directly threaten the very existence of nation's. Another
factor,has been The persistent concern for the cost of weapons. In discus-
sing arms control negotiations. particularly in the nuclear age Millen
argued that negotiations vtithin international organizations
sponsored meetings) have been largely unsuccessful since the United
States feels some need to placate its NATO allies and allow some influence
from less powerful nations, He added that only'the. "decoupling" of-arms
control from alliance polities in the 1960's allowed the first SALT treaty to
be signed_. Nevertheless'. multilateral negotiations (e g . the non-
proliferation treaty) have continued. thus providing several levels of mu]:
tdateral as well as bilateral negotiations.

Professors GEORGE E HUDSON and PHILIP D STEWART ilescribed
Soviet military policy and strategic thought. Hudson tressed that roles and
missions controversies withal the Soviet military have shaped military
doctrine, as indeed such controversies have.done in the United States tit
thatihmencan analysts still dolgoo much mirror - imaging. partieulhity?or
naval doctrine The ambiguities in Soviet thought on deterrence and. war-
fighting are no less real and perhaps less understood than in American
strategic thought. Despite thirty years of intensive effort. American under-
standing of Soviet military politics is not great. Hudson stressed that
serious analysis of military effectiveness must he related to the different
strategies and geopolitical concerns of the USSR.

Stewart theft' reviewed the latest of the Dartmouth Conferences for
whichilie was a rapporteur and translator. He pointed out again that the
Americans tend to stress technical problems.the Soviets political issues.
Sowet participants are concerned by the lack-of parity in warhead numbers
and by developing American technology. e.g.,. cruise missiles The Soviets
wantrowradical change in the existing military balance and see negotiations
.as a way to freeze the ctirrent balance The United States, on the other
hand. sees negotiating as a way to influence future behavior. Stewart
stressed that the Dartmouth participants are now emphasizing more de-
tailed information exchange. a position still difficult for the Soviets to
accept. He expressed the hopeAloweN'er, that the several institutes of the
National Acaderriy of Sciences that study Western behavior will increas-
ingly influence Russian policy-formation. This influence should give the
members of the Politbil-PV'A less :alarm's/ view of American intentions.

Lieutenant Colonel CHARLES F. PI LLEY. USAF. a resea(ch associate at
the Mershon 'Center, briefed the workshop on the American strategic
theories and force programs that influence the US "triad" 'of manned
bombers. ICBMs. and SLBMs. In addition to answering technical ques-
tions on weapons systems, Colonel Pilley pizinteii out tome basic differ-
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ences in Soviet and American programs and their relationchip to arms
, control negotiations. He admitted that the capatillities model fiad its limita-

tions in divining Soviet intentions. but stresseteliat the US military could
not responsibly ignore real USSR arms programs. He. too. warneddabout
mirror - imaging analysis. particularly in such areas as our defense al-Kik:1yd
defense. he participants then speculated to w hat degree some Soviet
programs w ere responses to American programs. The consensus was that
the action reaction model was not a sound explanation for arms programs:
rather than directly perceived immediate threats. programs are influenced
1)N. mid-range (5-10 )., ear) definitls of threat

, Professor Twist s MILBURN: continued the discussion of deterrence 1-)
summarizing his recent research on threat perception He pointed out that
influence may occur without a perception of serious threat. but that all
international actors have great difficulty identifying the utility schedule.

.c
value systems, and risk-taking propensitifF of other,nat ions. He described
the fundamental problems of undb-standing "rationality." which is a nor-
mati e. culture-hound concept In a lively discussion. the participants then
trieci to differentiate between influence. threi*. and coercion and con-

. eluded that there was ample room for contingent behavior that fell short of...

direct threats Milburn also distributed a paper on the subject of threat
perception. which is available from the Mershon Center

The second afte!rnoohs progrim concluded with an impressive explana-
tion of the concept of "gradual reciprocated unilateral reduction in

SHuI I Sh I pointed out that concili-
ation

(GRIT) by Professor GoRoors
is often cO'nfused with appeasement. w hi h poison y GRI f-type ac-

. lions. and that, on the contrar), . the aim of GRI r is on-threatening/
cheap. moderate deterre ce thardoes not ignore mutual assured destruc.-
lion as a strategic relation hip He identified what he considered to he some

IT initiatives. butadmitted 14at these initiatives
)ugh time'to influence the USSR. He argued that
lives is to strengthen the hand of deferrle mod-
eaucracy 'Stewart agreed that such moderates
at the UmtedStatts was often too impatient in
ilts. Shull continued that perhaps some sort of
f restraint might' complement formal arms con-

.

Major General JASPER A Wilt CH, J. Assistant'
tudies). U S. Air Force. described thj military,
ntrol negotiations and policy formation. He
the group both on the policy "process and on
s. His euncipal point '-vas that the military doe's

rt of national security, policy. but that it as a
ity to treat the Soviet threat seriously and to
heck it.. On the other hand. although military

rated, into arms control negotiations, the advice
4 .. t '

historical examples of G
Wad seldom been given en
the purpose of GRIT mill
crates- in the Soviet hu
existed. but pointed out t
efptcting identifiable res

'-`.conscious parallelism-
trol negotiation s.

At the evening meeting
Chief orStaff (Plans and
participation in arms c
answered questions fro
substantive strategic issu
seearms control as a t
constitutional responsib
deign military means .t
advice is now well into
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yen is not obstructionist. (The Mershon Center will pablish General Welch's
paper )

Ti. f THIRD DAY'S PROGRAM began with Professor WILLIAM MOREr
LAN D's'revie.w of some survey research on deferise policy and international
relations recently completed in the Columbus area, research that eventu-
ally will be published by the center. Morelanck major point, however, was
that strategic weapons systems (despite the well-publicized cruise missiles)
seemed to be on a developmental plateau, thus raving the way for phased
reductions Some skepticism about the concept of technological stability

.was expressed, but Professor FRANCIS O'HARA, a nuclear engineer,
pointed out that-science did not see in nature anything (e.g., the nuclear
energy phenomenon) that had military applicons. Moreland believes that
the technological plateau wilitgncourage US and USSR arms control,advo-
cates, but that neither side is likely to halt -any current programs. Instead,
the alternative might be stable, gradually phased weapons deployments
complemented by reduced .numbers of warheads antl. deliVery vehicles. ,

In the next prese9tatioff-Lieutenant Commander G. R. McDoivAtid;
U described the basic concepts and physical environ ent for sub-

ne and antisubtharine warfare. He discussed the uniq pioblems of
detection, localization, and destruction of submarines an stressed the
substantial tactical differences between handling (1) attack submarines and
(2) ballistit missile submarines wkich are likely to remain relatively invul-
nerable. He admitted. however, hislia#ility to conceive of limiting SW
,by agreement in such a way that attac1 submarines could be attAcke0 and
missile. submarines spared. 0 -

For the final presentation. Piofessor FRANCIS A. 01HARA briefed the
participants on the serious barriers that faced anyeva,wishing to fabricate a
nuclear device froth stolen materials or radioactive waste. O'Hara dem- .
onstrated convincingly that weapons-grade plutOnium and urtaniurwould

-.be difficult not only to steal but also to enrich for tstructive purposes. k
highly publicized discussion of "homemade" bombs ktwithstanding. HeA
is satisfied that both national and international safeguard systems are
acjequate to deter guerrilla bomb-makers and that the developing set of
intern. ional relationships for the control of nuclear energy makes it dif-

. fi cult r even a national government to go nuclear without massiv, in-
vestments in facilities, He stressed that the need for safeguards varies with
the stages in the fuel cycle and that most nuclear reactors' are built to
discourage any diversion of materials for unauthorized weapons. He con-
cluded by reviewing the literature on the subject.

t
,
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The Program of the OACSG ',Workshop I is opsage 12.
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OHIO ARMS. COsNTRII., STUIrtzgROCP WORKSHOP I
June 24-26, 1976 -.11

The Ohio, Staff University

PROGRAM .-
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. .
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.

.
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i -;
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..
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ti
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01119 ARMS CONTR& STUDY. GROUP

CHARTER

CONCEPT'

The Ohio Arms Centro! Study Group (OACSG) is composed/ faculty
Members from Ohio colleges and universities who \have a voc onal or
av,ocational Interest in contemporary arms control questions. OACSG's
puriose is (a) to educate its members on... ms control issues, especially
those that involve U.S. U.S..S.R;,relations. nuclear weapons and
strategic command-control systems, and decision-making processes in

,arms control negotiations and strategic programs': (b) to increase tin
dialogue between arms control experts here and abroad writing on strategic
issues; (c) to encourage arms control education at the undergraduate and
graduate level in Ohio: and (d) to contribute to public understanding of
arms control issues.

The CSG is built around those members of The Olio tats versity
faculty wh compose the Foreign Policy and Technology gr up. s nsored
by the Forc and olity program of th Mers n Cente The member-
ship of the OACSG will be broadene owever4 to include other
academics who' mays' p rticipate as they desire in all OACSG activities,

H. ACTIVITIES

OACSG SEMINAR

As it has done for the pasltwo years. the FPT grout') will continue to meet
weekly for lunch and discussion bf current writings. Meetings may be
changed, however, to accommodate off-campus participants. For three or
four sessions the discussion will be of a single article selected by a member
who will serve as the discussion leader and who will keep notes of the,
discussion. By the end of a months discussion, he will write a ritique of
the studied literature to be sent to the author and to OACS s members
together with a copy of the original work. The author will be invited to
respond'in writingtind. when feasible, to attend a specially scheduled
OACSG meeting to discuss his study.

The volunteer discussion leaders receive from the Force and Polity
program an honorarium of $200 for their efforts. No restrictions areplaced
on how this honorarium is to be spent, but Ohio State University faculty

14 14



members will' have to take an. "qi-kind honorarium. i.e . a Ada for'.
travel, hook purchase,s. graduate stude support. etc. Moreover. Ohio
StateUmversity faculty members who ar already financially associated
with the Mershon Center will receive neither a cash nor an "in-kind
honorarium.

At the end of the academic year. the Mershon Center plans to publish in
pamphlet form the c mobs uric/ basicfeadings with an introduction by.the
director or assistan director of the Force and Polity program. The
pamphlet: professionally edited and designed to the editorial standards of a

university press. w ill he distributed to OACSG's 4-nembership. to the au-
thors of the basic studies. and to a select mailing list of potentially in-
terested publics. e.g.. ACDA, congressional committees, other arms con;
trol.and international relations centers. and public interest groups like the
Arms Control A.ssociation's hoard of directors. Financial constraints:
howeser, may prohibit pro bone public() distribution. The Center will sell
the pamphlet on a cost-plus/small profit basis to university libraries und to
the interested public

14ORKSHOP

OACSG sponsors an annual threefive day summer workshop in Colum-
bus for its members. The teaching faculty is drawn from the, OACSCs,
ine[nbers (OSU and nort-OSUl and from visiting experts representing
academic arms control centers. government. and public interest groups
The purpose of.the workshop is to improve -arms control instruction.
especially at the undergraduate level. The workshop director is the assis-
tant director of the Force artirJ Polity program. Dr. William B. Moreland,
who currently teaches the Ohio State University arms control seminar.
National Secunty Policy Studies 702 The workshop syllabus is published
befiore the meeting and.the readings are mailed to the participants. (The first
workshop was held June 24-26. 1976.)

NA
FOREIGN PROGRANI,

Dr Philip D Stewart. profess tTr of political science. The Ohio State
University. is currently investigating the possibility of establishing ties
with-the arms control specialists of the Soviet Institute foirthe Study of the
U.S.A in Moscow. Professor Stewart is proposing a series of exchanges
which includes publications, visitations. and in-residence study. OACSG
has already sailed hooks and articles to the Institute.

ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION.

The Force and Polity program will Continue to offer National Security
Policy Studies 702 taught by Professor Moreland in the sprang quitrter of.
1977 The seminar will serve as a model for workshops and courses at other
instituUons. and members of OSU/OACSG will participate as they did

15
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in 1975. The "ForttLand Polity"fprogram will consider reqt)ests for finan-
cial from any OACSG member who is interested in improving

W- InStructio,N in arms control on his home campus. Funds for book and
journal pUrchases, visiting speakers, and teaching aids, for example, wilt
be considered.

MI. ADMINISTRATION
. 4

The OACSG is 'Supported by the ,Force and Polity program of the
Mershon Center The support includes library purchases and management,
and clencal help

Allan R. Millet/
Director, Force $nd Polity Program
The Mershon Center of,The Ohio State University

a.
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